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Generative models

● Learning representations from data without labels
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VAEGAN Flow models Autoregressive models



Energy-based models
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Energy-based model (EBM)

- : :                 : partition function, analytically intractable

- Energy function: 

- 𝑓!: ℝ" → ℝ : free-form. Easy to incorporate structure knowledge

- a generative version of a discriminator

ObservationsEnergy landscape
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Two challenges for training EBMs

● Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE): gradient approximately follows
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Expected gradient of energy
w.r.t. model distribution

Expected gradient of energy
w.r.t. data distribution

● E.g. Langevin dynamics

Challenge 1: requires MCMC to sample from model. Extremely expensive for high dimensional 
and multi-modal distributions. Difficult to converge.



Two challenges for training EBMs

● No even long-run MCMC samples remain realistic. (Nijkamp et al. 2019)
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Challenge 2: density function learned with non-convergent MCMC can be malformed.

Samples
Good√

Density
Wrong×

Data



Our method
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From marginal to conditional
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Q: Can we simplify the energy so that MCMC becomes easier?



From marginal to conditional
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Q: Can we simplify the energy so that MCMC becomes easier?

A: Yes! Switch attention from marginal to conditional distributions.

Assume .. Let ,
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From marginal to conditional
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Q: Can we simplify the energy so that MCMC becomes easier?

A: Yes! Switch attention from marginal to conditional distributions.

Assume .. Let , , then we have

Localize the energy
landscape



From marginal to conditional
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Q: Can we simplify the energy so that MCMC becomes easier?

A: Yes! Switch attention from marginal to conditional distributions.

Assume .. Let , , then we have

Sampling
becomes
much easier!

Localize the energy
landscape



Maximizing recovery likelihood
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Define recovery log-likelihood function



Maximizing recovery likelihood
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Define recovery log-likelihood function

- Same learning gradients as MLE, which approximately follows

- Only need to run Langevin dynamics sampling from the conditional distribution, starting
from



Maximizing recovery likelihood
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Define recovery log-likelihood function

- Same learning gradients as MLE, which approximately follows

- Only need to run Langevin dynamics sampling from the conditional distribution, starting
from

- Maximizing recovery likelihood gives a consistent estimator of in !



Diffusion recovery likelihood
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We propose to learn a sequence of recovery likelihoods on diffusion data



Diffusion recovery likelihood
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We propose to learn a sequence of recovery likelihoods on diffusion data



Diffusion recovery likelihood
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We propose to learn a sequence of recovery likelihoods on diffusion data.

Learning from conditional distributions gives accurate marginal density estimations!



Results
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High fidelity image generation
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Image interpolation & inpainting
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Steady long-run MCMC chains
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Ours Learning marginal p(x) by short-run MCMC

Short-run samples look fine for both methods. (100 steps)



Steady long-run MCMC chains
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Ours Learning marginal p(x) by short-run MCMC

Our samples remain realistic even after 100,000 steps.



Estimation of normalized density
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Estimate by annealing importance sampling (AIS).

First to get competitive likelihood estimation using EBM on image datasets.



Thank you
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